Abstract. Uncertainty is inherently ubiquitous in data of real applications, and those uncertain data can be naturally represented by the XML. Matching twig pattern against XML data is a core problem, and on the background of probabilistic XML, each twig answer has a probabilistic value because of the uncertainty of data. The twig answers that have small probabilistic values are useless to the users, and the users only want to get the answers with the largest k probabilistic values. In this paper, we address the problem of finding twig answers with top-k probabilistic values against probabilistic XML documents directly. To cope with this problem, we propose a hybrid algorithm which takes both the probability value constraint and structural relationship constraint into account. The main idea of the algorithm is that the element with larger path probability value will more likely contribute to the twig answers with larger twig probability values, and at the same time lots of useless answers that do not satisfy the structural constraint can be filtered. Therefore the proposed algorithm can avoid lots of intermediate results, and find the top-k answers quickly. Experiments have been conducted to study the performance of the algorithm.
Introduction
Nowadays, uncertainty is inherently ubiquitous in data of real applications. For instance, in sensor applications, sensors produce uncertain data since readings of sensors are inherently imprecise. In scientific research, error-prone experimental machinery, polluted samples, and simple human error bring the uncertainty to experimental data. Therefore uncertain data management is becoming a critical issue. The current relational database technologies can not deal with this problem very well, because to store imprecise information in structured data format can lead to high complexity of space and processing time. While the XML data is a natural representation of uncertain data due to its flexible characteristics. XML has hierarchical structure, therefore the probability values can be assigned to elements and subtrees, dependency and independency of elements can be expressed. In addition, XML supports incomplete information gracefully. The data models for representing uncertainty in XML have been studied in [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] .
As to the query processing on probabilistic XML, the queries on the probabilistic XML are often in the form of twig patterns. Compared with the query on ordinary XML, the matched answers are associated with the probabilistic values when querying probabilistic data. Therefore the answers as well as the probability values need to be returned. Many kinds of twig queries with different semantics were proposed, and their evaluations were studied in [7] . It is obvious that the answers with small probabilistic values are useless to users who submit the queries, and it makes sense to only return the twig answers with top-k probabilistic values. There are also some other works on querying uncertain data. On uncertain relational data, matching the twig answers with probability values above a threshold was investigated in [8] , and query ranking was studied in [9, 11, 12] . The paper [10] studied the query ranking in probabilistic XML by possible world model, and a dynamic programming approach was deployed that extends the approach in [9] to deal with the containment relationships in probabilistic XML, and ranks the results by the interplay between score and uncertainty. Those works are based on the documents generated from probabilistic XML or the relational data model in which the possible worlds are stored.
It is more flexible if the twig answers with top-k probabilistic values can be matched against the probabilistic XML directly. The algorithm ProTJFast and PTopKTwig [13] belong to this catalog. In those algorithms, by the use of a novel encoding scheme and the effective use of lower bounds, elements or paths with small probabilities can be filtered. Matching a twig query against an ordinary XML document only needs the answer to satisfy the structural relationship constraint, while finding top-k twig answers against probabilistic XML also needs the answers to satisfy the constraint that the probabilistic values of twig answers are k largest ones. The algorithm ProTJFast uses element streams ordered by document order (pre-order) as input, and the process of algorithm follows the document order. This may cause the constraint of probabilistic values not met as soon as possible. The algorithm PTopKTwig is based on the element streams ordered by path probabilistic value, and does not consider the structural constraint too much, therefore, to satisfy the structural constraint, there are lots of times of detection whether the elements of leaf nodes in query can be matched to be an twig answer. Although the use of enhanced lower bound makes algorithm PTopKTwig efficient, there are still lots of useless path answers included in the candidate twig answers that will not contribute to the final top-k answers.
In this paper, we also address the problem of efficiently finding top-k twig answers against probabilistic XML directly. Our algorithm takes both of the structural constraint and probabilistic value constraint into account, and can find the k twig answers which satisfy the structural relationships and their probabilistic values are largest as early as possible. In our algorithm, the intermediate path answers which do not satisfy the structural constraint and probabilistic value constraint can be filtered rapidly. Also we improve the encoding scheme that makes the process of calculating the probabilistic values more efficiently.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the background and relate work including the data model twig answers and encoding
